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Research methodologies to ascertain
contradictions in opinion and exit polls
Prof Sanjay Kumar, director at the New Delhi-based think tank Centre for the Study of Developing Societies-Lokniti, talks about various methods and challenges and shortcomings in conducting an exit poll
MEHAK SAHNI
Vivekananda
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communication
(VSJMC)
organised its third Media
Research Guest Lecture Series
on ‘Contradictions in Opinion
and Exit Polls’ on Monday
(October 1).
The event commenced with
felicitation of the guest by Prof.
Sidharth Mishra, chairperson
VSJMC. Prof (Dr.) Charulata
Singh, Dean VSJMC welcomed
the guest and expressed
gratitude on the topic and it’s
bearing.
Prof Kumar talked about how
common man can understand
that which exit poll is most
reliable. He said that some even
judge the accuracy of an exit
poll by looking at the survey
agency that conducted the poll,
or by looking at the television
channel that commissioned
the poll. Some others make a

judgment from the sample size
— a commonly shared notion is
that the bigger the sample size,
the more reliable should be the
exit poll.
He expressed that if these
should not be the indicators for
judging the accuracy of an exit
poll, then what how should one
read these numbers, and how
should we even rely on these
exit polls?
Explaining
how
before
reaching to conclusions it is
imperative to gain knowledge
upon the evidences, details
and challenges faced while
conducting a poll, Kumar said,
“There are other challenges in
conducting a pre-poll survey, a
post-poll survey or an exit poll.
The prediction of seats is based
on a swing model — the current
poll makes an estimate of vote
shares for different parties
and alliances by interviewing
selected respondents, and the
seat forecast is made based

Professor Sanjay Kumar, Director, CSDS- Lokniti

on the result of the previous
election.”
Estimating the vote share is not

an easy task either, given various
diversities in India.
Continued on Page 4

Maximising social media platforms
Urging students toward a constructive use of social media, Abhisek Anand, Head of Media Relations at
ICCPL conducted a workshop for BJMC students
VIPS Correspondent
Expanding the idea that content
as well as presentation with proper
tagging on various social media
tools is the main substance in
any digital promotion campaign,
Abhisek Anand, head – media
relations at Integrated Centre
for Consultancy Pvt. Ltd (ICCPL)
conducted a workshop for BJMC
students on September 30 in
Vivekananda Hall at VIPS.
The workshop was especially
meant to prepare them for
various social media campaigns
for the Spandan event being
organised on November 7 and 8.
Some of the suggestive steps, he

cited are to make social media
pages look more attractive, for
which better creative artworks

to create relevant content and
prepare informative posts to
make people know more.

Professor Siddharth Mishra welcoming Abhishek Anand, Head Media Relations, ICCPL

need to be posted. They need

“More focus on video as a single

video with right audio and
visuals are far more effective,” he
stressed saying, “It is imperative
that there should be a better
engagement in order to make
people interested about the
event.”
Describing the importance of
videos, he said, “You can’t just
create a video, post it on Facebook,
and expect it to generate tons
of awareness, engagement, and
sales. You need to put thought
and structure behind the content
you create and share on social
media profiles.”
He wemt on to point out the
importance of reviews.
Continued on Page 3
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Freshers’ ‘fun, frolic’ college life
In a survey conducted by The VIPS Weekly Team it has been revealed that 70
percent of the freshers took less than a month to make new friends
AKUL BAIJU & ANISHAA
RASTOGI
As Swami Vivekananada once
said, “Education is the manifestation of the perfection already
in man.”

College - epitomised eternally
by movies, books and television series is a place that every
school kid dreams of going to
one day. It is evident by the fact
that we are so obsessed with
getting admission into a good
college that, kids often go to
concentration camps disguised
as ‘tuition centres’. But even in
college, the atmosphere can
be pretty different than what is
seen in movies and books.
A survey done by the VIPS
Weekly editorial team among
freshers of different colleges
unearthed what freshers think

about the place they worked
day and night to get into.
The survey revealed that about
30 percent of the freshers were
coerced by their parents or
peers to go into a particular college. This situation is very grave

as children do not achieve their
full potential and this further
leads to several mental as well
as social problems. When asked
about the major benefits of
being in college, a majority of
the students emphasised on
the freedom and exposure that
they now enjoy as compared to
school.
One of the major factors affecting freshers in college are the
peer groups that they form and
about 70 percent of kids said
it took them less than a month
to make new friends while the
rest 30 percent said that they

were still not well adjusted. The
kids who are left out or ostracised from the peer groups
often get lonely and are more
prone to indulge in substance
and alcohol abuse. Alcoholism
and smoking are very common
in colleges and about 40 percent of freshers revealed that
they had started smoking and
drinking, often daily due to the
intense peer pressure in college
and to conform to the expected norms. This confession is
truly disheartening as science
has proven that teenagers
who indulge in alcoholism and
smoking often grow up to be
abusive as well as anti-social
elements of the society.
Analysing the data collected by
the team, it becomes imperative that we as a community
and society as a whole need
to make the students entering
colleges feel safe and included.
Special counseling cells or institutions should be put in place
which listens to the problems
of students without judgment.
Another efficient solution could
be that the seniors in colleges
should be sensitised about
their treatment towards freshers to make them feel as much
comfortable as possible.
As students, we need to create
a college atmosphere that is
truly enriching and inclusive so
that college life can be enjoyed
in its fullest essence by all.

Vice chairman formally launches The VIPS Weekly
After delving for a couple of
weeks, The VIPS Weekly, a
four-page weekly publication
by students of Vivekananda
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication (VSJMC), was
formally launched on Thursday
(September 26) in the Conference Hall of B-Block.
The first and second editions
of the weekly publication were
together unveiled by Sh Suneet
Vats, Vice-Chairman of VIPS
and Prof Sidharth Mishra, Chairperson of VSJMC, in presence
of entire faculty of VSJMC and
other students of BJMC.
The core committee of the
students involved in the weekly
was present at the dais during
the launch.
With an objective to make

students of VSJMC go through
the exercise of bringing out
publications in a professional
way, this weekly publication will

case their creative skills.
Lauding the launch the weekly,
Dr SC Vats, chairman of VIPS,
expressed, “The students are

Vice-Chairman Suneet and Profess Sidharth Mishra unveiling the publication

be covering the happenings
inside the campus as well as
outside. It will provide space for
students with an opportunity to
conscientiously use their freedom of expression and show-

launching a new tabloid to
disseminate information to one
and all in order to serve greater and a higher purpose of life
particularly in the context of
education as a whole.”

Sago and it’s uses
beyond Navratri
NINE DAYS OF FESTIVITIES

Sago, commonly known as
‘sabudana’ is one of the most
preferable meals during the
Indian fasts, such as the ongoing
Navratri. It is everybody’s favourite
as they are high in calories and
wholesome due to which they
provide energy in fasting. Also it
is non-allergic and gluten-free.
In addition, it prevents digestion
issues, relieves gas, bloating and
constipation.
Sago also keeps your blood
pressure low and controlled as
it contains a decent amount of
potassium in it which keeps a
check on your BP. In plus, it is very
low in cholestrol. It helps to fight
birth defects as it is rich in vitamin
B6 and folate which helps in
proper development of foetus. It
provides protein for the growth of
muscles. It has also proved to be a
good pre and post workout meal.
It strengthens bones and if you are
underweight then it will help you
to gain weight due to its richness
in carbohydrates.
It can be cooked in five famous
recipes which are sabudana
upma, sabudana puri, sabudana
tikki, sabudana kheer and
sabudana khichdi. So after
reading this you will definitely
be interested in trying this if you
haven’t
It helps to prevent digestion
issues, relieves gas, bloating and
constipation. It contains a good
amount of dietary fibre that also
helps to rebalance the healthy gut
bacteria.
Aids in muscle growth - sabudana
is a great source of protein which
is required for the growth of
muscles. It helps repair damaged
cells and tissues and also help in
the growth of the cells.
It is a great pre and post-workout
meal. So if you are on a gaining
diet in your gym then you can quit
your expensive gym supplements
like BCAA that is required by
bodybuilders to promote muscle
growth and pre-workout drink
that is needed for the extra shot
of energy, because sabudana is
inexpensive and reaps the same
benefits.
Sabudana is high in calcium,
magnesium and iron which helps
to make your bones strong and
improve their density too. This
miracle food helps in lowering the
risk of arthritis and osteoporosis.
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Students pick up skills to bring out specialised publication
Nearly 20 students of VSJMC
exclusively brought out an
edition of CSR Times, which
was unveiled at VIPS campus by
Sh Suneet Vats, Vice Chairman
VIPS and Prof Sidharth Mishra,
Chairperson VSJMC.
CSR
TIMES,
a
monthly
publication on corporate social
responsibility, published from
Delhi (India), is an exclusive
registered print publication in
India.
The magazine covers
news, views, facts and figures on
corporate social responsibility
regularly.
Accepted
wholeheartedly by the readers
from PSUs, Corporates, NGOs,
and Entreprenuers, in its first
quarter of publication itself,
CSR TIMES is looking positively
poised to become a niche
magazine on the subject
Furthering in its intent to provide

a hands-on practical training the
students of VSJMC, a Summer
Internship programme was

Internship Programme, out of
which, 20 students were finally
selected from both second and

combining the rigours of
academic
excellence
and
hands-on practical training for

Vice-Chairman Suneet and Profess Sidharth Mishra unveiling the publication

organised for students with
a social organisation Indian
Achievers Forum in Delhi for the
month of June and July 2019.
Sixty students applied to
participate in the Summer

fourth semester of the Bachelors
programme in Journalism and
Mass Communication at VSJMC
to participate in the internship
programme.
The exercise was aimed at

students who will then take
up challenging jobs in the fast
growing and diverse media
industry after completing their
degree course.

FROM PAGE ONE

Dean Charulata Singh welcoming Professor Sanjay Kumar, Director, CSDS- Lokniti

Diversity of location, caste,
religion, language, different
levels of educational attainment,
different levels of economic
class — and all of these have a
bearing on voting behaviour.
Over- or under-representation
of any of these diverse sections
of voters can affect the accuracy
of vote share estimates.
Giving real life examples, he
elucidated on why objectivity is
important and presented data
affirming a graph of polls in India
since 1980 which showcased 75
per cent success accuracy rate
of the total 883 polls conducted
from then to present. He further

clarified the difference between
opinion and exit polls and why
their accuracy rates differ. He
expounded on the contrast
of accuracy in predicting the
winners and predicting the
number of seats corresponding
to various parties, stating
how 75 percent times polls
underestimated the winners. `
Prof Kumar further shed light on
the broad trends in opinion and
exit polls through presentation
of data from Madhya Pradesh
2018,
Chhattisgarh
2018,
Rajasthan 2018, Maharashtra
2014 and Uttar Pradesh 2017
elections. The numbers were

followed by stating the various
structural
and
functional
challenges faced during polling
process such as social diversity
of Indian voters, large number
of political parties, biases within
regions, dissimilarity between
number of votes to seats and
how these challenges can be
overcome by selecting a diverse
group of voters, multiplicity of
parties and other vital solutions.
The lecture was followed with a
question answer round where
BJMC students asked questions
regarding the softwares used for
data collection, accuracy of polls
in majoritarian system, biased
polls as marketing tactics and
functioning of CSDS.
While concluding the session
VSJMC
chairperson
Prof.
Sidharth Mishra acknowledged
Prof Kumar for an educative
and information rich session. He
also presented his view upon
the various factors affecting the
election system and elaborated
on the nature of news channels
wanting to hook audience and
how it decreases the possibility
of achieving accurate results.

Quote of the Week
“ A man is but the product of
his thoughts; what he thinks,
he becomes.”

“Recent added reviews give a
good communication to the
person visiting the page. The
person visiting the page would
get to know the people are
excited for the event before
starting.”
He also advised that the alumni
network needs to be reached in
order to multiply the network
reach and previous client’s
list. “Share some video under
#Throwback. It will increase
their engagement for sure,” he
explained
By ascertaining who your
audience is and how you can
provide value to them, identifying
additional distribution channels,
integrating SEO, and creating
a solid plan for measurement,
you can ensure your content has
enough fuel to inflame across
social media and other digital
marketing channels.
For it is the social media channel
that ignites the reach and helps
any show or event to spread its
reach to the maximum audience.
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Celebrating 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi
AARUSHI BATRA
The Intra-VIPS wall painting
competition was conducted
on Monday (October 1) in
the college campus. The
theme for this competition
was water crisis. The canvas
for the participants was
the walls of the ramp
towards the basement area.
A preliminary round was
conducted and students
were selected on the basis of
the paintings they presented.
All the selected students
were then given 2 hours to
complete their paintings
on the day of competition.
They had to complete

Reflection of new-fangled society

SIMRAN SINGH
Fight Club is an astonishing
mirror of our cynical, depressed,
post ironic times. It is hard to
get past the political fabric of

the book, let alone analyse it
from a literary point of view. But
how utterly, deeply does Fight
Club run (courtesy to the film
based on the book) in the blue
veins of popular culture and beyond, it’s almost immeasurable
how many pieces of art have
been inspired by the Fight Club
in the last couple of decades.
Chuck, the author of the book,
has a penchant for stating the
obvious, but the obviousness of
reality is so elusive and the language of mocking the events
after they happen with an
edgy, blunt punchline makes
the narrative riveting. The cruel satire that is lauded very
much doesn’t work entirely; it
is equivalent of the smart kid
saying something just to seem
smart instead of being inquis-

itive. Granted it is a brilliant,
scathing critique of the institutional failures in late nineties,
however the over saturation has
led to blind praise. Given the
vast number of themes, that of
abstraction of modern world,
detached listlessness, destruction and disillusionment with
authorities, identity, consumerism insomnia to name a few,
the effortless surreal knitting
into the narrative is impressive
and a lesson for aspiring writers.
Then there is our Tyler Durden,
our beloved iconic anti-hero whose dialogues are over
chewed by adolescents who
wish to be a rebel without a
cause, bathing in mediocrity.
Tyler is disturbingly self-aware,
which is why he is conscious of
the ideal society he aspires to

Flies in the face of food vendors
YATISH KOLLI & AKUL BAIJU

The flocks of street vendors
parked outside the college
campus are subject to frequent
exploitation by the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD) officials. They are charged a fixed
amount of money for setting
up shop on the streets outside
the college campus.
“MCD officials charge four thousand rupees per month to let
me continue with my business
or else my stall is uprooted and
dismantled. Even after paying
them the sum of money, I am

frequently asked to shift my
stall to the parking lot as per
their convenience. Just this
Monday, I was asked to shift my
stall to the parking lot outside
the campus. It is a major inconvenience and I lose a lot of
customers as they cannot find
me at my usual spot,” describes
Pappu, a stall owner who sells
Momos and has a small stand
named, ‘Kishan Momos’.
Another stall owner Raman,
who sells juice and soft drinks,
informs “I am charged a thousand rupees per month from
the MCD officials. As my stall

is smaller than others, they
charge me a lesser amount, but
they still frequently harass us
by asking us to shift our stalls
according to their wishes.”
Legally, the street food ven-

their paintings within
this given time and were
judged on the basis of what
they had completed and
presented after this time.
Many beautiful paintings
were presented in front of
the judges which deeply
highlighted the water crisis
and problems that the world
is facing. The results were
announced and cash prizes
were given to all the winners.
It was a beautiful experience
for all the participants. It not
only brought out the inner
artist in students but was
a great medium to make
everyone aware of a major
issue that the world is facing.

create is no better replacement
of the dehumanising current
one. The whole novel can be
analysed as purely a character study of Tyler Durden. Or
it could be analysed as a gay
love story. The book and jarringly, the ending, are open to
interpretations. Fight Club was
revolutionary when it got published, not so much now, owing
to the shocking realisations of
the prophecy made in book.
The whole context of hyper
masculinity and male fragility
channelising violence (which
morphs into the discussion of
institutional failure) is out of the
bounds of this review. Read it,
although, at this point of time,
nothing may seem revolutionary or shocking or new, as the
book suggested.

dors are not allowed to set up
stalls on the roads but since
there are no major food outlets
nearby, the demand for them is
high and their food services are
popular among students, who
can be seen flocking among
them since early morning.
The MCD officials, rather than
asking them to leave, resort to
ubiquitous corruption.
While students often enjoy the
delicacies available to them,
they often overlook the plight
of vendors who slog day and
night while suffering mental
and financial harassment daily.
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